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Hello all, 
 
I hope you are well. 
 
I recently presented to you our Four Play Map© tool, applied to the COVID-19 situation. 
The merger-acquisition trend was already heavy, but the pandemic contributes to the fact 
that it is even more omnipresent in economic discussions (and our work at 
STRATEGEUM), in Canada and internationally. 
 
Have you heard about the public offering GardaWorld, a Montreal headquartered flagship, 
is making to G4S, the global leader in security? Or the fact that Cogeco, while on one 
hand defending itself against a hostile takeover from Altice USA and Rogers, on the other 
hand just acquired DERYtelecom? All this while Couche-Tard is expanding in China. And 
I am only mentioning some recent developments, involving Canadian companies. The 
Oxford Business Group was recently reporting that some regions of the globe are in full 
swing on that front: https://bit.ly/35F4ViM 
 
 
I therefore thought I would submit to you another schematic Four Play Map© which we 
made public, this one of economic flavor and illustrating the relation between an 
organization's internal mode and the more global economic context: 
 
https://www.strategeum.com/en/four-play-map-economy/ 
 
 
I remind you that our Four Play Map© allows to aggregate and visualize, in four boxes, 
the preliminary result of four questions, four options and four steps. It synthesizes the 
methodology of an exclusive analysis, decision-making and accompaniment process we 
offer our clients. 
 
We are well positioned to know that the cogitation on the options presented in this Four 
Play Map© are far from affecting only big companies. We are active in that layer, but we 
also advise startups, SMEs... and even associations and non-profits asking the same 
questions. 
 
I therefore invite you not to hesitate and contact us so we can work together in furthering 
the topic! 
 
Looking forward to it, 
 
 
Simon Lafrance 
CEO and Senior Partner 
-------------------- 
simon@strategeum.com 
+1 418 812 3482 
-------------------- 
www.strategeum.com/en 
 


